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Let \u be a W*-algebra with a faithful normal state p; Y, in 9l, n 2 1. Five con- 
ditions, each of which generalizes the notion of a.e. convergence for random 
variables, are studied with the use of some properties of the geometry of projectors 
from ‘u. The conditions are equivalent if (x,) is bounded, and are not equivalent for 
an arbitrary sequence. Sequence.s A,, + 0 a.~. J. + 0 a.~.. x. + J” tr0 a.~. are given. 
Thus, some problems stated by Batty, Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie Verw. Gebiete 
48 (1979). 177-191, are solved. 3.’ 1986 Acadcmtc Prcm. Inc 
1. INTRonUCT10~ 
1.1. In non-commutative probability theory a W*-algebra with a 
faithful normal state p is treated as a generalization of the commutative 
W*-algebra L,” = L”(Q, F, p) of bounded random variables with the 
tracial state 
r,(f) = j / dp. 
By simple manipulations of the usual delinition it is possible to describe the 
notion of the almost everywhere convergence of a sequence of bounded 
random variables on LI purely in terms of L,“. The generalization of this 
notion to the non-commutative case leads to the following five conditions 
f-v,,, x are in a W*-algebra ‘91 with a faithful normal state p). x,, is said to 
converge to x 
(i) closely on large sets (c.1.s.) if, for any E > 0, there is a projection 
e in 2I with I<& and an integer 1, such that /1(x,, -x) PII <E for all 
n > 1; 
(ii) nearly everywhere (n.e.) if, for any E > 0, there is a sequence of 
projections e, in 2l increasing to 1, such that )I (x, - x) c, II < E; 
(iii) almost uniformly (a.u.) if, for any E > 0, there is a projection e in 
2I with ,J(C ’ ) < I:, such that 11(x,, - x) cl1 -+ 0; 
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(iv) uniformly on increasing sets (u.i.s.) if there is a sequence of pro- 
jections e, in 2I increasing to 1, such that 11(x,, - x) e, 11 -+ 0 (as n -+ cc) for 
any m; 
(v) quasi-uniformly (q.u.) if, for any projection e#O in 9I, there is a 
projection 0 #f< e, .f in ‘$I, such that 11 (x, - x).f I -+ 0. 
In the commutative case where ‘21= L’(Q, p) and y= r,,, it is easily 
seen, when using Egorov’s theorem, that each of these conditions is 
equivalent to the convergence x,(w) -+ x(o) a.e. in Sz. 
1.2. In the sequel, 91 will be a lixed W*-algebra acting in a Hilbert 
space H, 2l ’ -the cone of positive operators in %, /)-any faithful normal 
state on ‘GI, x,, x---any (not necessarily bounded) operators on H. Each of 
conditions (i) -(v) may also then be applied. 
THEOREM. a. I’ ‘9I is finite, UN conditions (i) --(v) are eyuioalent. 
b. If a sequence (x, - x) is bounded ( 11x, - .YII < K < cx) ), all conditions 
(i)-(v) ure equioulent. 
c. For uny sequence (x,) and an)’ algebra ‘u, rhe,following implications 
hold for Ihe types ef convergence considered: q.u. implies a.u., a.u. is 
equivalent to u.i.s., a.u. implies c.l.s., c.1.s. is equivu/enI to ne. 
d. In any i@Cte W*-algebra PI there ure: a sequence, (x,) such that 
x,, -+ 0 a.u. and x, + 0 q.u. and u sequence ( y,) satisfying yn --) 0 c.1.s. and 
yn t+ 0 a.u. The operators x,,, y,, may be taken in CL1 +. 
1.3. Convergences c.l.s., n.e., and a.u. were used by many authors 
(cf. references in [2]) who obtained non-commutative generalizations of 
the classical theorems on almost everywhere convergence. Convergence q.u. 
was introduced by Petz [5] and used in the statement of the ergodic 
theorem. It was shown, in particular, that, for x,,, x in 91: 
(i) Convergences n.e. or a.u. imply c.1.s. 
(ii) If ‘$I is finite, the three types of convergence, cls., n.e., and a.u., 
are equivalent (Batty [ 1, Prop. 3. I ] ). 
(iii) If x, +x q.u., then for each projector e in ‘+a, x,e --) xe a.u. in a 
subalgebra ‘% n (e}’ of PI (Petz [S, Proposition I (iii)]). 
Convergence u.i.s. means that one chooses a monotone sequence of pro- 
jectors in the definition of convergence a.u.. 
Sections 2 and 3 of the present paper are devoted to proving Theorem 
1.2. Finally, we give several simple corollaries. We show that the sum 
x, + y,, of sequences converging in any given sense does not converge in the 
same sense unless one of the sequences converges, in addition, q.u. 
(Proposition 4.5). 
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2 
First, we collect some properties of the geometry of projectors. The 
Halmos theorem on two projections having a generic position will be an 
important tool. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. For any projectors e, p, y in H, the relations e 1 p, 
lip - 411 < 1 imply (e v q) H = eH + yH. 
Proof It is enough to show that the linear subspace eH + yH is closed 
in H. If a sequence [,,+i,, where 5, in eH, [,, in qH, convergences 
in H, then c(,, = 115,,+i,-L-L.1 -+O (wn+ao) and ~,a 
IIp(s’,+i,-t,-i,)ll = Ili,-i,+(P-4)(i,,-im),l 2 (I-IIP-911) 
I/[,, - [, II. Thus [, -+ i (n -+ 3~) for some vector < in qH and, in con- 
sequence, <,, 4 5 (n + z) for some r in pH. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If; for any projectors e, p, y, in 01 and a (not 
necessarily hounded) operator x in H, elp, lip-qll < 1, qQ e +p, Ilxell, 
Ilxqll <x, thenIlx(e+pH ~(1 - Ilp-qll-‘(,lxell + llxyll). 
Prwfi (e+p)-(e v q)=p A (e v 4)l =O, or else (Ip-ql( = 1. In virtue 
of Proposition 2.1, the operator x(e v y) is bounded when ilxel/, Ilxqll < ,s. 
For r = Il4e v s)lL the inequality r < Ilxell + !IxpII < llxell + 
llxqll + rllp - yIJ ends the proof. 
2.3. Two projectors P, Q are said to have a generic position if 
P A Q = P A QL = P’ A Q = P’ A Q- = 0. For any projectors P, Q acting 
in a Hilbert space H, we can write the direct sums 
H=H,QH,QH,OH,QH, 




where the projectors P,, Q, have a generic position in H,. 
THEOREM ( [3, Theorem 2; 7, V, I*]). If P, Q hate a generic position, 
then H = K@ K, 
(2) 
for some operators S, C in K, 0 < S, 0 d C, ker S= ker C= 0, and 
s2+c2= 1,. 
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Note ulso that the algebra {P, Q}” consists of‘ the operutors 
A B [ 1 D E 
\i*here A, B, D, E are Bore1 and bounded.functions ?I!/‘ the operator C. 
2.4. PROPOSITION (2.3. in the previous version of the paper). For an?! 
projectors P, Q in H, 
(i) IIP-PQPll=IIP-(Q-Qv P.)II’(= IIP-Qil* lf P,Q hatle a 
generic position); 
(ii) if P, = e,,,Z (the spectral projection of the operator PQP.for u 
Bore1 set Z), then P, = NP ,for some projector N from the centre of the 
algebra { P, Q ) “. 
ProqjI 1. The case of P, Q having a generic position. In order to prove 
(i), let us observe that (according to 2.3(2)) 
s 0 
P-Q= o s. [ 1 II 
and U* U = iJU* = 1, that is, U is a unitary operator and 1; P - Qll = 11 S;I K, 
whereas II P - PQPll = I I K - C’II K. To obtain (ii) it is enough to put 
2. Passing to the general case. Representation 2.3 (1) is used here. 
(i). Each one of the following conditions 11 P - PQPll 6 E’, 
IIP- (Q - Q A P’)II bc (O<r: < I) is equivalent to H, =0 and 
IIP, -Q, II 6~. (ii) is evident; for example, N = N, @ 0 @ 0 @ 0 @ 0 with 
for Zc(0, l), and N=OQ l,,@O@O@O for Z= (I) 
2.5. COROLLARY. PGP implies IIP--~1lGIIP-QII with e=Q-QA 
FL, for any projectors P. Q, P in H. 
Proof. IIF- PQPl) Q IIP- PQPll = llP-QIIz whenever IIP-QII < 1. 
An interesting question is if there exists a subprojector Q < Q, satisfying 
l)p-Q)l < IIP-QII and Q<p+ P’, for any projectors P<P, Q in H. It is 
so (and moreover, lip - Qll * < )I P - PQP\I ) when P = PN for some projec- 
tor N in {P, Q}‘. Thus we have the following: 
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2.6. LEMMA. Let P, Q be arbitrary projectors in 8. If p( P - PQP) < J?, 
O<c<l, thenp(P-P)<c, /[P-&<E, P<P, ando<Qr\(P+P’)for 
B=e,,,(l -c2, 11, Q=Q-(Q A Pl). 
Proof The inequality p( P - P) < c is obvious. 11 P - 811 < c follows from 
Proposition 2.4 (i). The relation D < p + P’ is a consequence of 2.4 (ii) for 
Z=(l-s2, 11. Namely, e<Q-QN-<N<PN+P’. 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let p,fm (ma 1) be projectors in ‘$I. We say that the 
sequence (f,) traps the projector p if, for each E > 0, there exist an index 
k 2 1 and projectors d <p, 3~3, A (p +p-) in 91 satisfying p(p -ii) < E, 
II P -3s < E. 
The following proposition is a basic tool in proving Theorem 1.2 bc. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. If p(fm) -+ 1, f,-projecrors in 91, then the sequence 
(f,,, ) traps each projector p in ‘91. 
The proof follows from 2.6 Lemma, and the strong convergence 
Pf”, P + P 
2.9. COROLI.ARY. If a sequence (fm ) of projectors traps a projector p 
(f,, p in 9I ), then, for any E > 0, there exist indices k,, /” ,CC and projectors 
p<p,.T,<f,,, from PI such that l[,T,-/?II<.r ‘, p(p-ji)<r:. 
Proc$ Let s,-+e, O<c,<s,+, (s 2 1). We can choose projectors p, < p 
and g, <Jk, for some k, > 1, satisfying p(p-p,)<c,, I’p, -g, 11 < 1, and 
inductively P., + , G P.,, g., Gfk, (k, + , > k,) such that P(P., -P, + ,) < c, +, - c,, 
1) p,, - g,Y 1) <s- ‘. p,$, g, can be chosen in 21. By Corollary 2.5, it is enough to 
denote~=A.,.,p.,,f,=g,,-R., Ed’. 
2.10. LEMMA. If x,, -+ 0 c.1.s. and IIx, I( 6 1, then .Y, + 0 q.u.. 
ProoJ: In virtue of the assumption, there are projections f,,, in ‘+J 
satisfying p(f,) + 1, llx,,f, (I cm-’ for n > I(m). For a given projector p 
from 21, 0 <c < p(p) and p, SC chosen as in Corollary 2.9, one obtains 
O#d<p, IIx,~II~llx,f:II + (If,-jj(!Qk,‘+s ’ for n>l(k,s). Thus 
I! x,, d II + 0. 
2.11. LEMMA. If x, 4 0 c.l.s., then x,, -+ 0 n.e. 
Prooj: For a fixed E > 0, let us choose a sequence E, + E, 0 < E, c E, + , . 
We find an increasing sequence (e,) of projectors from ‘$1 and an increas- 
ing sequence (f,,,) of positive integers, such that p(ei) < 2.. m, (Ix,, P, II <E, 
for n > I,. Condition I. 1. (ii) will then be proved. The convergence e, + 1 
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follows from the faithfulness of the state and it is enough to put 
e, = .‘. = e,, = 0, e, = 2, for I, <m Q I, + , . 
Consequently, it is suflicient to demonstrate that if 0 <E < E and 
Ilx, ell <E for n > f, where e in 21 is an arbitrary projector, then there is a 
projector f in ‘?I, ebP, and some integer 7> I, such that p(F’) < $ p(e’), 
llx,PIl <Z for n>T Let us choose 6 so that (1 -ci) ‘(c+S)=E. By 
hypothesis, there are projectors fm in PI such that p(f,,,) + 1 and 
!Ix,J~, 11 <d for n > I(m), for any tn 3 1. For p = e !, let 3, .x k > 1 satisfy 
p(p -/3) < $I( p), ,lp -311 < 6, 3G.f; A (i + e) (according to Proposition 
2.8). Then, P = e +d, n > I(k) imply, by Proposition 2.2, 1(x, PII d 
(1 - Ila-.fll) ‘(II .~r,e:l+llx,,.~ll)<(l-6) ‘(~+d)=~andp(P’)<fp(e’). 
2.12. LEMMA. If x,, -+O u.u., ihen x,, +O uis.. 
Proof: We shall choose an increasing sequence (e,) of projectors in 
such a way that p(ei)<2 m and Jlx,e, 11 + 0 as n + 3~. 
Of course, it suflices to prove that, for any projector e # 1 in VI, 
(Ix, 411 + 0 implies the existence of a projector P> e in Cu. p(P ’ ) 6 $p(ei ). 
IJx, PII + 0. By assumption, there are projectors .f,,, in % such that 
p(J;,) + 1, I, x,J, II + 0 as n + r). Applying Proposition 2.8, we get a num- 
ber k and projectors fi 6 e I, 3<.fk A ($ + e) such that II .f-fil, < t and for 
P=e+@, p(P-) < iP(e-). Then Ilx,, PII < 2(11.~,,.711 + IIS,, ell) -+O as n + cc, 
by Proposition 2.2. 
2.13. LEMMA. !f the algebra $8 is finite, then x,, + 0 c.1.s. implies x,, + 0 
q.u.. 
Proof. Fix a projector e #O in VI. Let ‘I be a tracial state on ‘u and 
r(e) > 0. We can find a sequence of projectors pm in ‘9f, p(p,) + 0, 
(lx,pk II <m ’ for n > I,, and next, indices k(s) such that 
s(p,,,,)<2-’ ‘r(e), ~31. We have r(p)<2 ‘s(e), ,l.u,p’II-+O for 
p=v ,>, pk ,.,,, and r(f) 3 1 - r(c~l v p) >O, for .f= L’ A p ‘. The proof is 
finished. 
2.14. Proof of a., b., c. of Theorem 1.2. The proofs of implications 
1.3 (i), 1.3 (iii), given in [l, 51, remain valid for any sequence (x,,) of not 
necessarily bounded operators. So, c. is a consequence of Lemmas 2.11, 
2.12. Then a. and b. follow from c. and Lemmas 2.13, 2.10. 
3 
At present, we give some counterexamples proving Theorem 1.2.d. 
Throughout this section, 9I will be a fixed infinite W*-algebra. 
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3.1. The construction of the operators x, in 2l+, x, + 0 a.u., 
x, fro q.u. Let us take a sequence (e;) of projectors from ‘8 satisfying 
e, # 0, ei I ej, ei - ej ([6,4.12]), a sequence of numbers si > 0 satisfying 
1 E: = 1 and a sequence (ui) of partial isometries satisfying u: ui = e,, 
uiu: = ei (i,j2 1, i #j). There holds x, = E; ’ e, -+ 0 a.u. since, for 
f,= (CiZPl ei)‘, p(f,)+ 1, x,f,=O for n>m. 
Note that u= C c,ui is a partial isometry since e, 5 =0 implies u{ =O, 
while e,c=<, e,C=[ imply (u{,ui) = Cc,E,(t,[)=(r,[). We have 
u*u = e,. Denote the projector e = uu *. An arbitrary vector < = e<, ll</l = I, 
has the form r=ui, c=c,[, llill = I, i.e. x,,~=E,, ‘e,,C~,u,i=u,,<. This 
means that Il.r,flI = 1 for each n 2 1 and each projector 0 #.f< L’. 
3.2. The most complicated part of the proof of Theorem 1.2.d is 
the construction of a sequence I?,, -+ 0 c.l.s., yn f-+ 0 a.u. To attain this we 
first fix projectors e, from ‘It satisfying e,# < en + ,, P,, - (e,, , , -e,), n> 1, 
e, =Vn., e, # 0, and numbers c, > c, + , >O, Ena, c,< 1. Let u,*u,=e,, 
*- u,u, -en+, -en, u, in 2l. We also denote the projectors 
f” = VP, vx for ~‘,,=(l -c,?I)‘2e,I+c,u,, (3) 
(n 3 1). Thus .f, 6 e,, , and 
LEMMA. p(f,, +ei) + 1 as n -+ cl;. 
proof de, -L) d de, - e,) + IIL, - e, Ii + 0. 
3.3. LEMMA. For n 2 1, there is u mapping 0, : ‘$I + 2I satisfying @, 2 0, 
@,,LVIA, = @J-r) e;, , = 0, II@,(x) e,(ll = lie,, xc,, (11 ,fk x in 2I, 5 in H. 
Proof: The partial isometry IV,, = c,e, - ( 1 - c~)‘;‘%, satisfies ,v,* f, = 0, 
wfe,=~,e,, II w,,tII = lle,,511 (5 in H). Thus it is enough to put 
@J,(x) = E” ’ w,xw,* for x in 2I. 
3.4. LEMMA. There exist operators s, in 91’ jbr n 2 1, satisfying 
s,,e$ = 0 and 
(1) ll.~,e,511 36 lk,tl1 for n > i, 
(2) Ib,f; II d 11,“= ,’ f;, for n > i, 
(3) lb,e, I! < 1 + IIS, /I jbr n 2 1, 
with any ik 1 
Proof Making use of Lemma 3.3, let us denote s, = 0, 
s n+, = @,,(s, + c,,e,) (n 3 I). Then s,e,l = s, + , fn = 0 and, by induction, 
S, 2 0. Thus I/s,,+ , e,I;lI’= Il~,5+~,,e,5112 2 Ils,~l12+ Il~,f,5112. In con- 
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sequence, for fixed i >, 1, (1 s, + , e,<II a E, II e,T/I. Moreover, ( 1) implies 
lb n + let511 = b,+, e,,e,rll >E, lle,511, that is, (1) holds for n> i. Besides, 
s,+ d,=O m-i as fiiee,+ 1, (2) implies lb,,+ lf,tll < Ils,fi(ll +E, IIf, 6 
xJ’= ,E, 11511, i.e. (2) holds for n > i. Similarly, (Is, + , ei I( < llsi II + si, and 
(4) Ils,e, II GE;- ,’ I:, + I(s, II for n > i implies IIs,,+ , e, 1) < ;Is,e, I( + f:,, G 
XI’-, E, + Ils, II, i.e. (4) holds for each n > i. As IIs, II < (Is, + , II and IIs,, 1; < IIs, II 
for 1 < n < i, condition (3) is proved. 
3.5. LEMMA. If 3.4 (1 ), 3.4 (3) ure vulid for some operators s, in ‘$l, 
s eL = 0, n >/ I, then, .for the operafors c, = 29, ‘( 1 + [Is,, .+ , (I ) e: e, . PI ,1 
Ik,t;ll + 0, e,5fO, 5 in H imply l~s,SIl +O. 
Proof. Let us assume for simplicity that llill = 1 with C = e, 5, and that 
llc,,~ll < 1 for n > i (i - a fixed number B 3). That is to say, 
lIei ill < 2 -n~,( 1 + lb,, + , II 1. ’ for n > i. 
In particular, lie,{11 )f. By 3.4 (1 ), 1) .s,e,<(l 3 +E, for n > i, and, by 3.4 (3). 
Ib,e; ill = (1 .y, C (e, + I - ‘,I i I/ 
,>I 
G C Ils,e,+,e,Lill 6 C 2 ‘c,. 
/ZI />I 
In view of the monotonicity of the sequence (E,), which was fixed in 3.2, 
Ils,ill 2 lIs,e,ill - Ib,e, iii 2 (t - 2 ‘+‘)s,>O for n>i (we adopt i>,3). 
Thus Ils,,tll = Il.~,Jll +O. 
3.6. LEMMA. The sequence ( y,), yzn = s,,, yZn , = c,, n 3 1 (according to 
Lemmas 3.4, 3.5) satisfy V, -+ 0 c.l.s., ,r,, f-+0 a.u., I’, in ‘zI+. . 
Proof Let c > 0. In virtue of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4(2), there exists a pro- 
jector e = e* +,f;,i> I, satisfying p(e’ ) Cc, I(s,e(l <I:, c,e = 0 for n > i. In 
virtue of Lemma 3.5, y, t+O a.u. Namely, if p(f‘) > p(e: ), for some projec- 
tion,fin %, then e.*fH# {0} and IIJ,.~‘II +O. 
3.7, Theorem 1.2.d. is proved. 
4 
4.1. PROPOSITION. The following conditions are equivalem (i) x, + 0 q.u. 
(ii) For E > 0 and a projector e in 91, e # 0, there is a projector f in ‘Ll, 
0 #f < e, and a number l>, I, such that II .x,,.f )I < E for n > 1. 
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(iii For each projector E in ‘8, x,e + 0 a.u. 
(iv) For each projector e in 21, x,e + 0 c.1.s. 
Proof: (i) implies (iii) (cf. 1.3 (iii)) and (iii) implies (iv). Condition (iv) 
is stronger than (ii). Indeed, fix e in K The convergence x,e + 0 c.1.s. 
implies, for any E > 0, 111, ef, I( < F: for some projectorsf, in 91 (p(fk) -+ 0) 
and n>l,. Thus f = echu ($, 1 ] # 0 for sufficiently large k, ffkf> ;J and 
IIx, 1‘11 < II x,,ffkflflffk~+f ) .’ II d 2.5 for n 2 I,. Let us assume (ii). Reason- 
ing analogously as in the proof of Proposition 1 (iii) in [S J one may 
choose the projector .f in (ii) so that ~(r -,f) should be arbitrarily small. 
Let e#O be an arbitrary projector in ‘11. We can find projectors c, in ‘21, 
such that e,=e, e,>e,+,, P(e,,,-em+,)<2-‘“-‘p(e), IIx,,e,,ll<m ’ for 
n > I,. Then Ilx,f II + 0 for f= r\,,,e, # 0. 
As corollaries from Theorem 1.2, we now give answers to two questions 
raised by Lance in [4], concerning generalizations of his Theorem 1 and 
Proposition 3. As lemmas, we shall recall two facts showed while proving 
Theorem 1 in [4]. 
4.2. LEMMA. !f x is a self-adjoin1 operator from the unit hail in PI, 
wlhereus p - a projector in ‘$I, then JIxp’ I( < q implies 
.udy=3qpi l t(l +2’1)p 
(i.e. if, in addition, p(p)<q, 4tl+2q2<&, then p(y)<&, Ilyll < 1 +E). 
4.3. LEMMA. For any K > 0 and selfladjoint operators x, in H (n 3 1). if 
(i ) &en rl > 0, there exist (I positiue element y of‘ (11 and an integer 
15 I, such that-y<x,,<y (n2I), p(y)<r~ 11.~11 <K, 
then x,, + 0 c.1.s. 
Proof For E>O, let 6+2(6K)“’ CC, 6 >O, q <SE, q=e,,[O, S] for j’ 
given by (i). Computing as in [4, p. 1371, we obtain Ilx,,qli <E (n>I), 
P(Y’)<C. 
4.4. THEOREM. If x, is a sequence of self-adjoint elements from the unit 
hall in %, then the following conditions are equivalent. 
4.3 (i); 
(ii) there exist u sequence y,,, of mutualI-v commuting operators from 
PI + and (I sequence (I,) of numbers, such that 
P(Y,) --) 09 Il):mII-‘l,ym+I~Ym(m~l) 
and -ym<xXndymfor n>l,,,; 
(iii) x,, + 0 fin any sense giLlen in 1.1) 
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Proof. (iii) implies (ii). The equivalence of different types of con- 
vergence follows from Theorem 1.2.b. If x, + 0 u.i.s., then one may choose 
an increasing sequence (e,) of projectors from ‘?I, p(ei) = q,,, L 0, such that 
lIx,,e,II -0 as n + (m. Let IIx,e,, II < v,, for n>,l,. Putting 
y,=3~,e,+(1+2~,,,) e;, we obtain y,,,dy, and --~,,,<x~<J~ for 
n > I,, p(y,) < c,, II y, 1) 6 1 + c, for s, = 4r7,, + 2~5, (in view of 4.2). Con- 
sequently, (ii) holds. 
(ii) implies Lemma 4.3 (i), which in turn, by Lemma 4.3, implies 
x, + 0 (in any given sense). 
4.5. THEOREM. lfx,,, are arbitrary (not necessaril}l bounded) operators in 
H, ?I,, -+ 0 a.u. as n -+ x, -for i >, I, IIx,,,II <K,< x for n> I, i>2 
(sup,, z K, = x: is allowed), then, .for c > 0, there is a projector e in 91 
satisfying p(e ‘) < E, (Ix,, el; -+ 0 as n + ,x’, i 3 1. 
This is the non-commutative analogue of the fact that a countable union 
of null sets is null [4]. 
Proofi In view of Theorem 1.2 b, x,, + 0 q.u. as n + r, for i 2 2. So, we 
successively find projectors e, 2 e, > . . such that jlx,,,e, 11 -+ 0 (n -+ ,r), 
p(e:)<s/2 (on account of xl,,-+0 a.u.), p(e,-em+ ,)<2 “’ ‘I: 
(cf. 1.3 (iii)). It suffices to take e=&,. , e,,,. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Jf x,, yn are arbitrary (not necessarily bounded) 
operators in H, then 
(i) x,, -+ 0 a.~., y,, + 0 q.u. imply x,, + y,, + 0 a.u.; 
(ii) x,, + 0 c.l.s., y,, 4 0 q.u. imply x,, +y,, + 0 c.1.s.; 
(iii) .for an arbitrary irzfinite W*-algebra ‘3, there exist sequences (x,), 
( y,,) oj’ elements from 9l+, such that x,, * 0 a.u., -v,, -+ 0 a.u., x,, + I*” + 0 
C.I.S. 
Proqf: In order to prove (i) and (ii), we make use of 1.3 (iii) for the 
sequence (J,,) (this remark remains true for any sequence of not necessarily 
bounded operators). Assume that x, + 0 a.~. (x, -+ 0 c.1.s). Having a 
projector e in ‘+a, p(e ‘) <s, (Ix,, cl\ -+ 0 ([Ix,, ell < r. for n > I), we choose an 
2 in 2l, O<e, P(e-gP)<s, /Iy,G(l + 0. Then there holds p(B’) < 2~ 
Il(x,+y,)Pll -+O (11(x,+ y,,)PIJ <2c for n>7). That is, x,+p,+O a.u. 
(respectively, x, + y, --t 0 c.1.s). 
(iii) Similarly as in 3.1, we take a sequence of projectors e, in 91, e, # 0, 
e, I e,, e, - e,, and a sequence of partial isometries U, in ‘?l, u,*u, = e,, 
uu*=ei(i,j>l,i#j). I 8 
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The conditions 
v* = 2 - ‘j2( u, + f42), C I?+1 =2- 1J2(u,+u,. ,), 
w,=2-‘~2(-u,+u,), H’,+,=2 “2(w,+u,+,) 
(4) 
define inductively the operators from 9( (n 2 2): 
V” = 2 ‘,‘2(n ‘)% + 2 
-- li2ln - 1 I “2 + . . . + 2 1’2 ,(,, 
(5) 
wn= -2 -I:Z(n-lIU,+2 1;2tn lju2+ .., +2 I.‘2u,. 
On account of (5), for r, C in H, we have < =e, 5, <= erc imply 
(v,<, v,[)= (<,i), e,<=O implies v,t=O (similarly as for the u detined 
in 3.1). So, vn (and similarly w,) is a partial isometry, and 
UX v, = W,W, = e,. Denote the projectors s, = t’,,r,*, 1, = MI,, W: (n 2 2). Then 
s,, t,,<~,sne,. Let, for n,m32, 
x, = 29” ) gm,=.~m+ E e,, 
,>m 
y,, = 2”I”, 
For arbitrary partial isometries U, 1;, and a projector g, we have that 
UU* <g, vu* <g, 17 = xu + Jv imply t?t in g(H) for 5 in H. That is, E* <g 
when a is a partial isometry. Consequently, (4) gives (by induction with 
respect to n 2 m) s, <g,, 1, ,< h, (n > m), i.e., 
x, g; = ]‘,A; = 0 (n>m). (6) 
For [ in H, c,=e,& we have 
I 
< k 2 - I,‘Z(m I’ k+‘) llrll + (1 c t,li -+o 
!r>k 
whenever k, m -+ .zo, m > 2k. Consequently, Ils,~ll = /IOX <II -+ 0 as m -+ (~j. 
and we have the strong convergence s,,, + 0. Analogously, x,, nr e, + 0, i.e., 
p(g,) + 0. Similarly, p(h,) + 0. In view of (6), x, -+ 0, yn -+ 0 a.u. At the 
same time, c=e,< implies (~,+f,)t=(1;,-~~).2 l.i’(n--‘)~fc = 
2- n+2~1~:~=2-“+2~ (by (5)), i.e. (x, +v,,) r = 45. Hence it appears that 
e, H is an invariant subspace of the self-adjoint operator x, +Y,,, i.e. 
(x,,+Y~)E,~~(x,+Y,)~:~ and II(x,+Y~)~II 34 lle,tll. Since, by the uni- 
queness of the limit, e, +O c.1.s. as n + cc [ 1, Proposition 3.1 (i)], 
therefore it is easy to notice that x, +.vn +O c.1.s. 
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